Dragon Quest Rivals Ace
True Set 3: Showdown of the Falling Stars Expansion Pack

Legend rares

闇の覇者りゅうおう

Dragonlord, Monarch of Darkness

The cost of this card is reduced by 2 for every special skill card with an original cost of 2 or higher you
played during this match
On death: the Dragonlord will reveal his true form

破壊を司る神シドー

Malroth, God of Destruction

On summon: deal 2 damage to all other units on the field and to the opponent leader
If there are no special skill card in your deck, increase the damage dealt with this effect by 1
If you have 1 or no cards in your hand, increase the damage deal with this effect by 1

デスピサロ

Psaro the Manslayer

Forbearance
On summon: add a card exclusive to the Demon Lord deck to your hand
Add an additional card to your hand with this effect for every 2 units from the demon lord family you
summoned during this match

魔界の王ミルドラース

Nimzo, Ruler of the Netherworld

On summon: an ally unit gains a Tactic effect
Your units gain all the Tactic effects displayed instead of having to choose one

狭間の王デスタムーア

Mortamor, Sovereign of the Dread Realm

If this unit is deployed to the front row, the cost of every card in both players' hands as well as their
tension cards is increased by 1

天魔王オルゴ･デミーラ

Orgodemir, Almighty Demon Lord

Forbearance
Pep power: reduce your remaining MP to 0, then deal damage to all enemy units and to the opponent
leader equal to the total amount of MP you reduced with this effect

魔王ラプソーン

Demon Lord Rhapthorne

Egg On
On death: a random enemy unit gains [on death: add a copy of Demon Lord Rhapthorne to the
opponent's hand]
Skill Boost: unit gains +1/+1

冥王ネルゲル

Nergel, King of the Underworld

Attacks twice
On summon & at the beginning of your turn: f this unit is placed in the middle of the back row, add a
Special Coin to your hand
BET: summon to your field one of the Nergel's Subordinates that was not already summoned by this
effect during this turn
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